CAPE Memorabilia Project

Just last month the CAPE “Artifacts, Art and Memorabilia” website went on line. This is an effort to make available on the web all of the valuable pictures, sculptures, plaques and other memorabilia of the campus not in the Johnson Museum. The website is based on the text of Elizabeth Wells’ book entitled “Contributions to Cornell History: Portraits, memorabilia, Plaques and Artists”. However it will contain many new artifacts added to the campus after Wells’ books were published in 1980 and 1989. The site is searchable so that the works of any artist, the artifacts of any building, or all the campus sculptures can be located. The website can be found by entering http://artifactsandart.library.cornell.edu/ Also you can find it by searching Google for “contact campus artifacts and art” without the quotes. The buttons in the red banner will lead you to the collection, to help screens or to information as to how to participate in the project. We would love to hear your opinion of it. Please send your comments and ideas to howland@cornell.edu or cape@cornell.edu.